Oxford University Innovation
Life Sciences Licensing & Ventures Group Internship
About Oxford University Innovation
Oxford University Innovation Ltd (OUI) is the technology transfer company
for Oxford University, a world leader in translating academic discoveries
into new products and services that will impact in wider society.
With more than 80 staff and an annual revenue of £18m, OUI
receives around 400 invention disclosures and files around 120 new
patents each year. As a result, the company manages a diverse
portfolio of >2000 international patents and works to transfer
this IP to industry for further investment and development.
OUI executes around 120 technology licence deals per year and
has created more spinout companies than any other university
Technology Transfer office (TTO) in Europe.
Each year OUI also provides application support (IP guidance and
strategy) for around £15-20m of successful translational funding bids
from Oxford University.
Since it opened its doors in 1987, OUI has created over 165 spinout companies.
Over a third of these have been created in the past three years. Oxford University
spinout companies have collectively raised nearly £2bn since 2011. Over a half billion
of this has been since the start of 2017. Oxford created 21 spinout companies in
2017/18, and looks to break its record in the year ahead.

OUI also runs an investment angel network (OAN) of over 200 high net worth individuals (business angels) and
venture capital companies from 10 different countries. In the last 5 years, ventures pitching to this network
have raised over £14m.
OUI have also recently launched the University’s crowdfunding platform for philanthropic based fundraising
campaigns. The first two campaigns run on this platform have raised >£120k for healthcare projects.

What we offer in our Internship
Oxford University Innovation has created a new and exciting internship opportunity. Interns in our Licensing &
Ventures Group will work alongside Licensing and Ventures Managers in the management of technology
projects, assisting with other activities in the Licensing & Ventures Group and enabling the transfer of as much
technology as possible from Oxford University.
In addition to gaining experience supporting specific commercialisation projects, interns will also receive
training and mentoring to develop their technology transfer skills and build awareness and understanding
of the key principles and requirements of this exciting industry.

Representative activities which you may be involved with:
• Building a network of relationships with
researchers and contributing to a vibrant culture
of entrepreneurship and enterprise across the
University to enable a flow of invention disclosures.
• Assisting with invention disclosure assessment,
including market evaluation, landscaping and prior
searches for new technologies.
• Assisting with building robust business cases and
plans for projects.
• Assisting with patenting the technology where
applicable using external patent attorneys.
• Assisting with preparations and decision-making for
archiving a project, if it has not been successful.
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Assisting with preparing applications to our seed
and proof-of-concept funds and to third party
translational funding schemes.
Assisting with generating high quality
marketing materials for OUI technologies.
Assisting with identifying and actively seeking
out potential licensees for projects.
Assisting with negotiating licence deals.
Assisting with the formation of new companies
where appropriate.
Promoting OUI in the research community through
active involvement in internal marketing activities,
including supporting the University Relationship
Manager in planning relevant events for the
Intern’s department.
Playing an active role in creating a high performing
team within the Group, e.g. positive participation
in team meetings and company events.
Playing an active part in building strong
professional relationships and an environment
which is positive, goal-orientated.
Assisting the Patent and Licence Administration
Team with patent and licence administration and
data entry as required.
Working constructively with all OUI administrators,
providing clear information and requests in a
timely manner and liaising with Head of Group to
assist with prioritising group administrators’ work.
Supporting the creation of new content for the
OUI website.
The intern will be assisting with
Projects1 and reporting to one of
our Deputy Heads of Technology
for the duration of the
internship.

What skills and experience will you need to bring?
Applicants should be enrolled on a degree or post graduate programme in a life sciences
discipline. Candidates are expected to have a keen interest in the commercialisation
of early stage life science discoveries in the fields such as diagnostics, medical
technologies, pharmaceuticals, e-health, and bioinformatics. The successful
intern will work on a broad range of projects but will have the opportunity
to work on projects that match their technical background.
Successful applicants will demonstrate a passion for entrepreneurship
and enterprise, and ideally possess some experience of related
activities. Applicant should be able to demonstrate that their
internship will be fully funded by an approved third-party scheme2.
Successful candidates will also need to demonstrate excellent
interpersonal and relationship management skills and strong
communication skills, both verbally and in writing.
Projects include Intellectual Property, copyright, spinouts, Oxford
Innovation Society, material sales projects. A project runs from an initial
inventor disclosure to (in the case of IP projects) a granted patent, a
licence or a new company and beyond into post-deal management. Projects
may also include any other defined tasks allocated from time to time by the
Managing Director; for example, the preparation for a major funding bid.
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Application Process

Please send a CV with accompanying letter stating relevant experience and
interests to Paul.Ashley@innovation.ox.ac.uk. This is an open call with no specific
deadline3.
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For DTP internships, OUI is
dependent on the DTP host
institution to provide full
maintenance funding. OUI
are unable to accept selffunded internship
candidates.
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OUI’s ability to grant
placements is dependent on
the number of active
internships running at a
given time.

